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The Journey of Tang Poetry 

Shenyang bass-baritone • Simon Lepper piano • Michael Wood narrator 

Gottfried von Einem  (1918-1996)   In der Fremde from 5 Lieder aus dem Chinesischen Op. 8 
(1946-8)   

Anton Webern  (1883-1945)     Die geheimnisvolle Flöte Op. 12 No. 2 (1917)   

Julius Röntgen  (1855-1932)   Der Pavillon aus Porzellan from Chinesische Lieder Op. 66 
(1916)   

Krzysztof Penderecki  (1933-2020)   Mondnacht from Symphony No. 6 'Chinese Poems'  
(2008-17)   

Hans Gál  (1890-1987)      Abend auf dem Fluss Op. 33 No. 5 (1917)   

Emil Sjögren  (1853-1918)     Wenn nur ein Traum das Dasein ist Op. 54 No. 1 (1911)   

Ture Rangström  (1884-1947)     Afskedet (1915)   

Peter Warlock  (1894-1930)     Along the Stream from Saudades (1916-7)   

Charles Tomlinson Griffes  (1884-1920)   The Old Temple among the Mountains from 5 Poems of 
Ancient China and Japan Op. 10 (1916-7)   

John Alden Carpenter  (1876-1951)   The Odalisque from Water colors: 4 Chinese Tone Poems 
(1916 rev. 1944)   

Constant Lambert  (1905-1951)     A summer day from 8 Poems of Li-Po (1926-9)   

Arthur Bliss  (1891-1975)     Spring from The Ballads of the Four Seasons (1923)   

Cyril Scott  (1879-1970)      A Song of Wine Op. 46 No. 3 (1906)   

Interval    
Sigurd von Koch  (1879-1919)     Vårnattsregnet from Die wilden Schwäne (1918)   

Pavel Haas  (1899-1944)   Far is my Home, O Moon from 4 Songs on Chinese Poetry 
(1944)   

Albert Roussel  (1869-1937)   Des fleurs font une broderie from 2 poèmes chinois Op. 35 
(1927)   

Georgy Sviridov  (1915-1998)     Home Coming from Wanderer's Songs (1942)   

Niccolo Athens  (b.1988)     Mountain Stone (2022)   

Alexander Tcherepnin  (1899-1977)   West River Moon from 7 Chinese Folksongs Op. 95 (1962)   

Luo Zhongrong  (1924-2021)     Spring on the Southern River Shore (1986)   

Ye Xiaogang  (b.1955)   Feelings upon Awakening from Drunkenness on a Spring 

Day from The Song of the Earth Op. 47 (2004)   
 

Wigmore Hall £5 tickets for Under 35s supported by Media Partner Classic FM  

  
This concert is part of the CAVATINA Chamber Music Trust ticket scheme, offering free tickets to those 

aged 8-25 

 

 



 

 

Great art often results from miscommunication. Mahler 

strangely found the Tang dynasty poets in Hans Bethge’s 

Die chinesische Flöte (1907) a reflection of his own late-

Romantic angst. In reality, Bethge’s translations were 

paraphrased from Hans Hellman’s Chinesische Lyrik (1905), 

itself reworking quite divergent versions by the sinologist 

Le Marquis d’Hervey-Saint-Denys and dilettante Judith 

Gautier. Though Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde was hardly 

faithful to ancient China, the philosopher and critic Theodor 

Adorno actually found its ‘inauthenticity’ the very source of 

its eloquence. 

Mahler and Bethge cast a long shadow, particularly in 

songs here utilising Bethge’s texts and a century of post-

Mahlerian musicality. From Gottfried von Einem’s ‘In der 

Fremde’ (1947), its vocal line limited mostly to a single pitch 

amidst a lush chromatic backdrop, we turn to the 

hauntingly atonal melodies of Anton Webern’s ‘Die 

geheimnisvolle Flöte’ (1917). Julius Röntgen’s ‘Der Pavilion 

aus Porzellan’ (1916) not only uses the text Mahler set in the 

third movement of Das Lied but also channels his sprightly 

musical spirit. Krzysztof Penderecki followed Mahler’s 

example even closer, his own song-symphony - from which 

‘Mondnacht’ is excerpted - wafting seamlessly between 

Neoromantic lushness and post-impressionistic 

transparency. The playful clarity of Hans Gál’s ‘Abend auf 

dem Fluss’ (1917) fuses diverse influences into a distinctive 

compositional voice where Brahmsian lyricism extends into 

pre-serial modernist harmonies. 

Closing our Bethge tribute are two Swedish composers, 

both well-known songwriters in their day. Emil Sjögren, 

longtime organist at St John’s Church in Stockholm, arrived 

at Lieder by way of the keyboard; Ture Rangström, a singer 

and vocal teacher, wrote songs from his early teens. The 

similarity of Sjögren’s ‘Wenn nur ein Traum das Dasein ist’ 

to the fifth movement of Das Lied must surely be 

coincidental, as Sjögren’s song was published in 1911 before 

Mahler’s piece received its world première that November. 

Rangström, whose dramatic flair earned him the nickname 

‘Sturm-und-Drangström’, composed his Swedish 

translation of Der Abschied in 1915, a year after finishing his 

first symphony and concurrent with his first opera. 

Composers in England and the United States had a more 

authentic view of China, if only because prominent 

translators like Charles Budd and particularly Herbert Giles 

- whose legacy includes an early Chinese romanisation 

system - actually lived there. Still, musical perspectives 

often reflected the beholder more than the source. Peter 

Warlock’s ‘Along the Stream’ (first published in 1916, shortly 

before Philip Heseltine began using his pseudonym) 

reveals a young composer emerging from Delius’s shadow 

and finding his own musical voice. Charles Tomlinson 

Griffes, having traded German Romanticism for French 

Impressionism, was one of the first American composers to 

find inspiration in Asia; his setting of Budd’s ‘The Old 

Temple among the Mountains’ (1916), like John Alden 

Carpenter’s setting of Giles’s ‘The Odalisque’ (1916), paints 

an impressionistic (often pentatonic) miniature. 

Though famously preoccupied with jazz, Constant 

Lambert was similarly obsessed with Chinese culture. Little 

of the jazziness of The Rio Grande (1927), though, is present 

in his concurrent 8 Poems of Li-Po (where ‘A summer day’ 

appears), which Lambert dedicated to the Chinese-

American film actress Anna Mae Wong. Arthur Bliss, fresh 

from his Colour Symphony, had found inspiration in the 

same poet (by the same translator, Shigeyoshi Obata). His 

1923 Ballads of the Four Seasons (from which ‘Spring’ is 

taken) are nearly as colourful sonically as his symphony, 

whose four movements were designated by four different 

colours. Das Lied’s fifth-movement source poem turns up 

again in Cyril Scott’s ‘A Song of Wine’ (1906), later 

incorporated into his Songs of Old Cathay (1919), though 

Giles’s English translation ends up sounding less Mahlerian 

and more like a missing drunken sojourn from Vaughan 

Williams’s Songs of Travel. 

Multiple layers of translation may risk permanent cultural 

disorder, but the respective Tang dynasties of Sigurd von 

Koch and Albert Roussel seem quite comfortably 

transplanted in Gallic musical soil. Roussel’s ‘Des fleurs font 

une broderie’ (1927), translated from Giles, claims a 

legitimate place in the French songbook, while Koch’s 

‘Vårnattsregnet’ (1919), its Swedish translation of Bethge 

notwishstanding, finds itself floating in the same volume 

somewhere between Debussy and Fauré. 

Primary translations, though, frequently resonate well 

beyond a poem’s original context. Through Czech 

sinologist Bohumil Mathesius, Pavel Haas found themes of 

loneliness and loss in ‘Far is my home, O Moon’ akin to his 

internment at Terezin. The piece was premièred by Czech 

bass (and Terezin survivor) Karel Berman in 1944, shortly 

before Haas’s murder at Auschwitz. Georgy Sviridov’s long 

unpublished ‘Home Coming’ (1942), written during his brief 

wartime stint in the Red Army at Novosibirsk, makes its 

translation by Soviet sinologist Julian Shchutsky inarguably 

Russian, the poem’s returning hero walking through his 

childhood home unrecognised becoming, in the words of 

pianist and scholar Anastasia Timofeeva, a ‘requiem for lost 

youth.’ 

A homecoming of a different sort comes in two 

generations of non-Chinese composers who set the 

language first-hand. Alexander Tcherepnin’s ‘West River 

Moon’ (1962), recalling his seminal years in Shanghai in the 

1930s, was dedicated to the baritone Yi-Kwei Sze, whose 

recording of Tcherepnin’s Chinese songs won the 1966 

Netherlands Edison Award. Niccolo Athens, a graduate of 

Juilliard and now a faculty member of The Tianjin Juilliard 

School, turns the spiritual quest of ‘Mountain Stone’ (2022) 

into a veritable musical travelogue. 

Yet a third homecoming comes full circle, as two 

generations of Chinese composers bring their ancient 

literary legacy to the modern world. The Sichuan-born 

composer and educator Luo Zhongrong’s ‘Spring on the 

Southern River Shore’ (1986) seasons his folkloric melodies 

with modern harmonies and structure . Ye Xiaogang’s 

‘Feelings upon Awakening from Drunkenness on a Spring 

Day’ from his Song of the Earth (2004) takes that formula to 

another level entirely, not merely reclaiming Chinese 

culture but doing so on a truly Mahlerian scale. 

© Ken Smith and Joanna C Lee 2023 
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 (1918-1996)  

  

(1946-8) 
Hans Bethge, after Li Bai 

 

 

 (1883-1945)  

 (1917) 
Hans Bethge, after Li Bai 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (1855-1932)  

  (1916) 
Hans Bethge, after Judith 
Gautier after Li Bai 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Texts continue overleaf 
 
 



 (1933-2020)  

 

(2008-17) 
Hans Bethge, after Li Yue 

 

 

 (1890-1987)  

 (1917) 
Hans Bethge, after Zhang 
Ruoxu 

 

 

 (1853-1918)  

 (1911) 
Hans Bethge, after Marie-
Jean-Léon, Marquis 
d'Hervey de Saint Denys 
after Li Bai 



 

 

 (1884-1947)  

 (1915) 
Anonymous, after Hans 
Bethge after Marie-Jean-
Léon, Marquis d'Hervey de 
Saint Denys after Wang Wei 

 

 

 (1894-1930)  

 (1916-7) 
Launcelot Alfred Cranmer-Byng, after Li Bai 

 

 (1884-1920)  

 

(1916-7) 
Charles Budd, after Zhang Ji  

 (1876-1951)  

 (1916 rev. 1944) 
Herbert Giles, after Liu Yuxi 

 (1905-1951)  

 (1926-9) 
Li Bai, trans. Shigeyoshi Obata 

 (1891-1975)  

 

(1923) 
Li Bai, trans Shigeyoshi Obata 

 
 
 
 
Texts continue overleaf 
 
 

 



 (1879-1970)  

 (1906) 
Herbert Giles, after Li Bai 

 

  

 

 

 (1879-1919)  

 

(1918) 
Anonymous, after Hans 
Bethge after Du Fu 

 (1899-1944)  

 (1944) 
Bohumil Mathesius, after Zhang Jiuling

 

 

 (1869-1937)  

  

(1927) 
Herbert Giles, after Li He, 
trans. Henri-Pierre Roché 



 (1915-1998)  

 (1942) 
Julian Shchutsky, after He Zhizhang 

 

 

 (b.1988)  

 (2022) 
Han Yu 

 

⼭⽯荦确⾏径微，⻩

昏到寺蝙蝠⻜。升堂

坐阶

新⾬⾜，芭蕉叶⼤栀

⼦肥。僧⾔古壁佛画

好，

以⽕来照所⻅稀。铺

床拂席置羹饭，疏粝

亦⾜

饱我饥。夜深静卧百

⾍绝，清⽉出岭光⼊

扉。

天明独去⽆道路，出

⼊⾼下穷烟霏。

⼭红涧碧纷烂漫，时

⻅松枥皆⼗围。当流

⾚⾜

踏涧⽯，⽔声激激⻛

吹⾐。

⼈⽣如此⾃可乐，岂

必局束为⼈鞿？

嗟哉吾党⼆三⼦，安

得⾄⽼不更归。

 

 

 (1899-1977)  

  (1962) 
Li Bai 

其⼀

云想⾐裳花想容，春

⻛拂槛露华浓。若⾮

群⽟

⼭头⻅，会向瑶台⽉

下逢。

其⼆

⼀枝红艳露凝⾹，云

⾬巫⼭枉断肠。借问

汉宫

谁得似？可怜⻜燕倚

新妆。其三

其三

名花倾国两相欢，⻓

得君王带笑看。解释

春⻛

⽆限恨，沉⾹亭北倚

阑⼲。

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Texts continue overleaf 
 
 



 (1924-2021)  

 (1986) 
Du Mu 

 

千⾥莺啼绿映红，⽔

村⼭郭酒旗⻛。南朝

四百

⼋⼗寺，多少楼台烟

⾬中。

 

 

 (b.1955)  

 (2004) 
Li Bai 

处世若⼤梦，胡为劳

其⽣？所以终

⽇醉，颓然卧前楹。

觉来眄庭前，

⼀⻦花间鸣。借问此

何时？春⻛语

流莺。感之欲叹息，

对酒还⾃倾。

浩歌待明⽉，曲尽已

忘情。

 

 

 

 

 
Translation of Einem copyright © by John H Campbell from The 
LiederNet Archive, lieder.net. Webern by Richard Stokes. Röntgen, 
Sjögren, Rangström and Xiaogang by Richard Stokes from The Book of 
Lieder published by Faber & Faber, with thanks to George Bird, co-
author of The Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder, published by Victor 
Gollancz Ltd. Gál by Dr Anthony Fox. Haas by Damien Francoeur-
Krzyzek. All other translations kindly provided by the artists. 
 

 


